SCUNA COMMITTEE MEETING MINUTES 28/03/07
Pajenkas, ANU
Present: Ed, Lachlan, Alan, Tony G., Maria, Ramana, Helene, Sonia, William, Jo, Freya, Adrian, Joy
Apologies: Hugh
Scribe: Maria
Meeting open 6.00 pm
1. Camp
-Camp details approved.
-Costs: $20, $25, $30. $33 for Saturday dinner.
2. Beethoven scores
- We now have enough for the entire choir; orchestra scores will be sourced from outside
Canberra.
3. Alternative venue to Llewellyn Hall
- Canberra Girl’s Grammar school hall has been booked for the NCO concert in May.
- Tony will put together a list of possible venues for the Harvard concert by the end of the
week.
4. Soloists for Beethoven
- The four who sang in Messiah and another two are possible.
- Will want to know the time (2 pm start), venue and how much we are paying.
- Will aim to pay $200 with a limit of $300.
5. Dress rehearsals
- Choir, NCO and soloists – Monday 14th May and the morning of the 20th. The hall can be
booked for Wednesday as well if more time is needed for Rio Grande.
6. Co-opting new committee members
- Motion: Adrian moves to co-opt:
William as Social Officer
Sonia as First Year Rep
Maddy as assistant Publicity Officer
Tony G as assistant Concert manager
Jo as Soprano Rep
Leo as Tenor Rep
Diane as Alto Rep
Ed as Bass Rep.
nd
Maria 2 , passed by all.
- A new Orchestra Librarian needs to be appointed on Thursday since Bori is leaving SCUNA
for the semester.
7. Rehearsal Policy
- Begins from last week. There are 11 reheasals (counting last week and the camp), up to 4 of
which can be missed. Attendance at dress rehearsals is compulsory.
8. Other Issues
-The piano in MCC2 will be tuned this weekend.
-Harvard will adopt the Australian drinking age.
Meeting Closed 6:55 pm.

